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eighth ordinal number us eɪtθ uk eɪtθ add to word list add to word list a2 8th written as a word be come eighth he was came eighth in

the race the eighth of bob s birthday is on the eighth of june the meaning of eighth is one that is number eight in a series how to use eighth

in a sentence eɪtθ word forms plural eighths 1 ordinal number the eighth item in a series is the one that you count as number eight the

eighth prime minister of india 2 fraction an eighth is one of eight equal parts of something the kuban produces an eighth of russia s grain

meat and milk collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary the eighth amendment amendment viii to the united states constitution protects

against imposing excessive bail excessive fines or cruel and unusual punishments this amendment was adopted on december 15 1791

along with the rest of the united states bill of rights eighth definition next after the seventh see examples of eighth used in a sentence 1

singular number eight in a series my appointment is on the eighth of the month 2 count one of eight equal parts of something one eighth of

the pie an eighth of a pound is two ounces 2 eighth ˈ eɪtθ adjective britannica dictionary definition of eighth occupying the number eight

position in a series the eighth car in line ordinal number eɪtθ 8th today is the eighth of may the eighth century bc it s her eighth birthday

my office is on the eighth floor it s the eighth time that i ve been to america the artist had just sold another painting her eighth the world s

eighth largest oil exporter he finished eighth in the race edward viii edward the eighth n 1 mathematics a one of eight equal or nearly equal

parts of an object quantity measurement etc b as modifier an eighth part 2 mathematics the fraction equal to one divided by eight 3 music

other another word for octave adv also eighthly after the seventh person position event etc the eighth amendment to the united states

constitution states excessive bail shall not be required nor excessive fines imposed nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted this
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amendment prohibits the federal government from imposing unduly harsh penalties on criminal defendants either as the price for obtaining

pretrial release or as january 28 1547 london aged 55 title office king 1509 1547 england house dynasty house of tudor notable family

members spouse catherine of aragon spouse anne boleyn spouse catherine parr spouse jane seymour spouse anne of cleves spouse

catherine howard father henry vii daughter mary i daughter elizabeth i son edward vi u s constitution eighth amendment most often

mentioned in the context of the death penalty the eighth amendment prohibits cruel and unusual punishments but also mentions excessive

fines and bail ratified on december 15 1791 what is the 8th amendment the 8th amendment to the united states constitution protects

american citizens accused of a crime from being held on an amount of bail that is so excessive as to prevent them from gaining release

from confinement to defend their cases the text origins and meaning of eighth amendment to the u s constitution which protects defendants

from cruel and unusual punishment the eighth amendment prohibits certain types of punishment excessive bail excessive fines and cruel

and unusual punishments 1 as discussed in more detail in the following essays these prohibitions were intended to protect persons

convicted of crimes from government abuses of power 2 eighth amendment amendment 1791 to the constitution of the united states part of

the bill of rights that limits the sanctions that may be imposed by the criminal justice system on those accused or convicted of criminal

behaviour eighth amendment explained excessive bail shall not be required nor excessive fines imposed nor cruel and unusual

punishments inflicted eighth amendment the original text of the eighth amendment of the constitution of the united states adjective coming

next after the seventh and just before the ninth in position synonyms eighth ordinal being or denoting a numerical order in a series cite this

entry style mla 8th vocabulary com dictionary vocabulary com vocabulary com dictionary 8th accessed 27 may 2024 copy citation examples

from books and articles to preserve for all americans the stories of courage character and patriotism displayed by the men and women of

the eighth air force from world war ii to the present plan your visit monday closed tuesday saturday 10 am 5 pm sunday 12 pm 5 pm open

memorial day policies 175 bourne avenue arlington texas ap texas rangers shortstop corey seager hit his eighth homer in as many games
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wednesday against the arizona diamondbacks seager lined a two run homer just beyond the right field wall in the fifth inning of the rangers

6 1 win he also went deep in the same inning on tuesday night in the first game of the world series



eighth definition in the cambridge english dictionary

May 03 2024

eighth ordinal number us eɪtθ uk eɪtθ add to word list add to word list a2 8th written as a word be come eighth he was came eighth in

the race the eighth of bob s birthday is on the eighth of june

eighth definition meaning merriam webster

Apr 02 2024

the meaning of eighth is one that is number eight in a series how to use eighth in a sentence

eighth definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Mar 01 2024

eɪtθ word forms plural eighths 1 ordinal number the eighth item in a series is the one that you count as number eight the eighth prime

minister of india 2 fraction an eighth is one of eight equal parts of something the kuban produces an eighth of russia s grain meat and milk

collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary
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Jan 31 2024

the eighth amendment amendment viii to the united states constitution protects against imposing excessive bail excessive fines or cruel and

unusual punishments this amendment was adopted on december 15 1791 along with the rest of the united states bill of rights

eighth definition meaning dictionary com

Dec 30 2023

eighth definition next after the seventh see examples of eighth used in a sentence

eighth definition meaning britannica dictionary

Nov 28 2023

1 singular number eight in a series my appointment is on the eighth of the month 2 count one of eight equal parts of something one eighth

of the pie an eighth of a pound is two ounces 2 eighth ˈ eɪtθ adjective britannica dictionary definition of eighth occupying the number

eight position in a series the eighth car in line



eighth ordinal number definition pictures pronunciation

Oct 28 2023

ordinal number eɪtθ 8th today is the eighth of may the eighth century bc it s her eighth birthday my office is on the eighth floor it s the

eighth time that i ve been to america the artist had just sold another painting her eighth the world s eighth largest oil exporter he finished

eighth in the race edward viii edward the eighth

eighth definition of eighth by the free dictionary

Sep 26 2023

n 1 mathematics a one of eight equal or nearly equal parts of an object quantity measurement etc b as modifier an eighth part 2

mathematics the fraction equal to one divided by eight 3 music other another word for octave adv also eighthly after the seventh person

position event etc

interpretation the eighth amendment constitution center

Aug 26 2023

the eighth amendment to the united states constitution states excessive bail shall not be required nor excessive fines imposed nor cruel and



unusual punishments inflicted this amendment prohibits the federal government from imposing unduly harsh penalties on criminal

defendants either as the price for obtaining pretrial release or as

henry viii biography wives religion death facts

Jul 25 2023

january 28 1547 london aged 55 title office king 1509 1547 england house dynasty house of tudor notable family members spouse

catherine of aragon spouse anne boleyn spouse catherine parr spouse jane seymour spouse anne of cleves spouse catherine howard

father henry vii daughter mary i daughter elizabeth i son edward vi

eighth amendment u s constitution us law lii legal

Jun 23 2023

u s constitution eighth amendment most often mentioned in the context of the death penalty the eighth amendment prohibits cruel and

unusual punishments but also mentions excessive fines and bail

8th amendment definition examples cases processes

May 23 2023



ratified on december 15 1791 what is the 8th amendment the 8th amendment to the united states constitution protects american citizens

accused of a crime from being held on an amount of bail that is so excessive as to prevent them from gaining release from confinement to

defend their cases

all about the eighth amendment to the us constitution thoughtco

Apr 21 2023

the text origins and meaning of eighth amendment to the u s constitution which protects defendants from cruel and unusual punishment

overview of eighth amendment cruel and unusual punishment

Mar 21 2023

the eighth amendment prohibits certain types of punishment excessive bail excessive fines and cruel and unusual punishments 1 as

discussed in more detail in the following essays these prohibitions were intended to protect persons convicted of crimes from government

abuses of power 2

eighth amendment us bill of rights cruel unusual

Feb 17 2023



eighth amendment amendment 1791 to the constitution of the united states part of the bill of rights that limits the sanctions that may be

imposed by the criminal justice system on those accused or convicted of criminal behaviour

u s constitution eighth amendment resources

Jan 19 2023

eighth amendment explained excessive bail shall not be required nor excessive fines imposed nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted

eighth amendment the original text of the eighth amendment of the constitution of the united states

8th definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Dec 18 2022

adjective coming next after the seventh and just before the ninth in position synonyms eighth ordinal being or denoting a numerical order in

a series cite this entry style mla 8th vocabulary com dictionary vocabulary com vocabulary com dictionary 8th accessed 27 may 2024 copy

citation examples from books and articles

national mighty eighth museum

Nov 16 2022



to preserve for all americans the stories of courage character and patriotism displayed by the men and women of the eighth air force from

world war ii to the present plan your visit monday closed tuesday saturday 10 am 5 pm sunday 12 pm 5 pm open memorial day policies

175 bourne avenue

world series mvp corey seager hits 8th homer in 8 game span

Oct 16 2022

arlington texas ap texas rangers shortstop corey seager hit his eighth homer in as many games wednesday against the arizona

diamondbacks seager lined a two run homer just beyond the right field wall in the fifth inning of the rangers 6 1 win he also went deep in

the same inning on tuesday night in the first game of the world series
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